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• The team liked the new budgeting plan for 2010-11. 
• They were impressed with the Technology Plan and liked that it was linked to the 

Education Master Plan and Strategic Plan. 
• Recognized that Program Review has improved and is linked to the budget. 
• The team recognized the planning processes were thorough but a bit clumsy; and 

recommended a graphic representation of the planning process be made, and that every 
plan should identify the Education Master Plan or Strategic Plan goals and objectives 
that it is addressing. 

• Report would be written to remove IVC from Warning Status but there are no 
guarantees. 

 
AB37 Honorary Degrees 
 

• Announced that this is a law required by the Board of Governors of the California 
Community Colleges and the District would be recognizing individuals who were forced 
to leave his or her postsecondary studies as a result of federal Executive Order 9066 
which caused the incarceration of individuals of Japanese ancestry during World War II. 

• Announced there are four individual that the District was able to identify: Terry Koike, 
Hiroshi Kaku, Emiko Kaku, and Sachiko Kaku Cole. 

• Announced that these individuals or their relatives would be given Honorary Degrees at 
this year’s graduation. 

 
Replacement and Title of the Chief Technology Officer 
 

• He reported that the Dean of Technology position would be filled and the titled changed 
to Chief Technology Officer. 
 

American Association of Community Colleges Report 
 

• He reported that he attended the AACC convention in Seattle April 18-20th, and there 
was discussion regarding funding possibilities, book rental programs, and the impact of 
online education. 

 
 The Follett Rental Program and Supporting Students without Credit Cards 

 
o Announced IVC would be going on board with the Follett Rental Program, and stated 

the criteria is that a credit card would be required. There was discussion about some 
students not wanting to use a credit card, and the District having to shoulder some of 
the risk.  

 
Focus on Developmental Education  
 
o The Gate Foundation is funding improvements in Developmental Education and 

lowering the cost of books. 
 

Accountability and SLO’s are Here to Stay – How Do We Want to be Measured 
 
o Student Learning Outcomes are here to stay. 
o Community Colleges must change their Completion Rates because they are the “on-

ramp” to higher education. 




